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COVID-19 Impact to Personal Credit & Mortgage
Behavior of 2 million U.S. consumers

From April 2020 – Dec 2020
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Research Objective & Data Sampling

Research Objective:
We’ve seen a tremendous amount of unprecedented changes in our country and in consumer credit behavior during this 
tumultuous period. Our research objective combines FICO Score, revolving balance, payment default rates and macroeconomics. 
We’ve followed over 2 million Americans for the past 10 months to  study the changes in their credit and spending behavior. The 
insights we’ve gained subprime to super-prime behavior is full of surprises and sometimes contradictions. As a follow up from our 
initial analysis, we’ve added mortgage related attributes. We wanted to see if historical low interest rates can overpower the effect 
of COVID,

Data Sample:
We observed 155 million US population over a period of 10 months from April 2019 to Dec 2020. For ease of data processing and 
speed, we down sampled to 2 million consumers per vintage month at about 1.29% to 1.32% random sampling rate.
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Personal Credit Scores and Credit Attributes

Credit score and other attributes:
There are a few data points that are particularly interesting to us. First, we 
wanted to track how credit scores is trend over time during COVID19. Our 
hypothesis is that there would be deteriorations of credit quality due to the 
pandemic. In this sample set, we tracked, FICO Credit Score v9

Other credit attributes of interest are related to consumer spending. We 
assumed that consumers have stopped spending due to restrictions from COVID. 
We tracked 2 million consumer’s revolving balance. The higher the balance the 
more debt consumer is carrying.

Perhaps the most interesting attributes are related to consumer’s credit 
delinquencies. To gain a deeper look at credit delinquencies, we tracked 30, 60, 
90 and 120 days past due situations. 

Name Variables Description:
Revovling Balance re33s Total balance of open revolving trades verified in past 12 months

30 dpd g218d Number of credit card trades verified in the past 12 months that are currently 30 days or more past due
60 dpd g219d Number of credit card trades verified in the past 12 months that are currently 60 days or more past due
90 dpd g220d Number of credit card trades verified in the past 12 months that are currently 90 days or more past due

120 dpd g221d Number of credit card trades verified in the past 12 months that are currently 120 days or more past due

FICO Distribution as of 
8/12/2020

FICO_750+ FICO_660-749+

FICO_600-659 FICO_<600
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Mortgage Trends

Mortgage Trends:
For our follow up analysis, we analyzed mortgage trends and behaviors. We examined how 2 million Americans are shopping for 
mortgages during the past 10 months and whether historical low interest rates can overcome the effect of COVID.

We tracked Number of currently satisfactory open mortgage trades. We wanted to see if COVID-19 caused any deterioration across the
board. 

We also looked at the impact of multiple Federal policies that encouraged a new wave of mortgage refinance boom. Attributes such as 
“Months since most recent mortgage inquiry” and “Number of mortgage inquires” could give us insights into who is still shopping for 
mortgages during this global pandemic. 

Here are all the credit attributes we have included in our analysis:
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Credit Score 750+

Observation of Credit Score trend:
From a social and economics perspective, we now know that COVID has had a 
different effect on population from all walks of live. To see this disparate impact, we 
segmented our analysis into credit score bands that corresponded to prime credit to 
subprime credit. It looks like a lot more people joined the 750+ credit band. In 
other words, a good amount of people’s credit improved. This is rather counter 
intuitive.

Credit Score 750+ spending behavior:
One of the reasons why more people moved into the super prime segment is
because spending has dropped significantly. When people’s spending drops, their 
utilization of their line of credit also drops. And utilization is one of the important
attributes influencing credit score score. 

Credit Score 750+ Delinquency:
We did see a slight uptick in delinquency starting around Feb 2010, especially in 
30,60dpd range. We’ve seen an increase of 10%+ and remain elevated towards the 
end of 2020.

Note: For the bar chart, please refer to the left Y axis. For the line graph, please refer to the right Y axis.
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Credit Score Band: 660 - 749

Observation of Credit Score trend:
We’ve seen a similar trend in the prime credit segment. Just like super prime 
consumers, there is a dramatic drop in spending and a slightly higher delinquency 
rate right after COVID hit. We also see more people moving into this credit band. In
other words, people’s credit is improving. Which is contradictory to our research
thesis.

Credit Band 660-749 spending behavior:
We see a drop in spending across all spending bands $10-20k, $20-30k and $30k+ of 
credit card balances, we see a drop starting in Feb 2021 and continue to fall well into 
the end of 2020. This drop decreased the utilization rate which in tern improved 
people’s credit score.

Credit Band 660-749 Delinquency:
The impact of delinquency for prime customers is higher than super prime 
customers. Across all delinquency rates, we see at least 10% increase in across the 
board. However we do see a tampering off (still elevated) affect starting in Aug 2020 
and continues to fall well into the end of 2020.

Note: For the bar chart, please refer to the left Y axis. For the line graph, please refer to the right Y axis.
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Credit Score Band: 600-659

Observation of Credit Score trend:
The near prime customers is experiencing COVID in a different way. Their 
delinquency rate started rising around January 2020. We can argue that during the 
holiday season, people tend to overspend. However, we didn’t see this delinquency 
rate come down after the holiday season. Instead the delinquency rate keeps going 
amplified by COVID. Unlike prime and super prime credit bands, instead of gaining 
consumers into their credit band, near prime credit band is losing people. In other 
words, this segment of consumers’ credit is declining. Not all is doom and gloom, 
we see an improvement in Dec 2020.

Credit Band 600-659 spending behavior:
Spending is dropping across the board just like prime and super prime segment, 
well into the end of 2020.

Credit Band 600-659 Delinquency:
We see a 10%+ increase in credit card delinquency across the board. Delinquencies 
continues to rise towards the end of 2020. We do see a slightly improvement in Dec 
2020. However, it not clear that this population’s credit is truly improving. 

Note: For the bar chart, please refer to the left Y axis. For the line graph, please refer to the right Y axis.
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Credit Score <600
Observation of Credit Score trend:
The sub prime segment’s delinquency started to increase around the 2nd half of 
2019. The delinquency rate peaked around April/May, this is when the first round of 
government stimulus checks was delivered. We do see the government stimulus 
helped this population. We can clearly see that there is a good amount of people 
moving out of the sup prime category into near prime segment.

Credit Score <600 Spending:
We see an increase in spending leading up to the typical tax season and a dramatic 
drop right after COVID restrictions. Spending continues to drop through out the 2nd 
half of 2020.

Credit Score <600 Delinquency:
We see a a small increase in credit card defaults, but the stimulus check helped the 
curb delinquencies after April/May 2020. The stimulus program, coupled with 
reduction on spending helped to improve delinquency rates in this credit segment.

Note: For the bar chart, please refer to the left Y axis. For the line graph, please refer to the right Y axis.
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Mortgage Delinquency Trends (newly updated)

Observation of mortgage trends:
We also wanted to see if COVID-19 has had any impact on mortgage 
delinquency rates. And if this impact is felt differently across various 
credit bands. 

Credit Score <600 Mortgage Delinquency:
Subprime consumer’s mortgage delinquency rate was impacted the most 
by COVID19 and continues to decline towards the end of 2020

Near Prime, Prime, Super Prime:
Americans with 600+ FICO score had virtually no impact to their mortgage 
obligations from the pandemic. Their delinquency rate showed no signs of 
significant deterioration. 
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Mortgage Inquiry Trends

Observation of mortgage trends:
Are Americans still shopping for mortgages during COVID? Are historical low 
rates overcoming the pandemic impact?

The attribute we looked at is the “Number of month since most recent 
mortgage inquiry”. We can see that Americans are looking for mortgages about 
a month earlier than usual. This means that most of us are looking into some 
sort of refinancing or new purchase faster than before. Except for the subprime 
consumers.

Credit Score <600 mortgage inquires:
Subprime consumers are not looking for mortgages at the same pace. They are
still looking for mortgage at the same pace as before. They don’t have the credit 
or spending power perhaps to take advantage of this historical low rates. It’s a 
shame but it is our reality.

Near Prime, Prime, Super Prime:
Everyone else is in a big hurry to refinance.

State by state variance?
Residents from all sampled states are looking for mortgages. Especially for those 
state residents fleeing to other states such as FL and UT.
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Mortgage Inquiry Trends

Observation of mortgage trends:
Are Americans still shopping for mortgages during COVID? Are historical low 
rates overcoming the pandemic impact?

The variable we looked at this time is the number mortgage inquiries. We can 
see that almost everyone had an inquiry if you are a super prime, prime, and 
near prime customer. And this trend sped up since April 2020, leading into Dec 
2020, a remarkable 15% increase.

Credit Score <600 mortgage inquires:
Subprime consumers are not actively looking for mortgage. In fact, it looks like 
subprime consumers have slowed down a bit in terms of seeking to refinance.

Near Prime, Prime, Super Prime:
Everyone else is in a big hurry to refinance.

State by state variance?
Residents from all sampled states are looking for mortgages. Especially for those 
state residents fleeing to other states such as FL and UT.
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Mortgage Inquiry Trends (newly updated)

Observation of mortgage trends:
We also wanted to know what percentage of the population looked into
refinancing at least once.

Other than the subprime population, almost 1 in 5 people has had an interest in 
mortgage refinancing. 

Consumers in 660-749 credit band are most active, reaching 25%+ (1 in 4).

FICO <600 % of people looking for mortgage:
Subprime consumers are slowing down in terms of looking for mortgage 
solutions.

Near Prime, Prime, Super Prime:
Everyone else is in a big hurry to refinance.

State by state variance?
Residents from all sampled states are looking for mortgages. Especially for those 
state residents fleeing to other states such as FL and UT. Residence in Utah is 
especially active, almost 1 in 3 people are looking for mortgage or refinancing 
their mortgage.

Note: For the bar chart, please refer to the left Y axis. For the line graph, please refer to the right Y axis.
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Summary

• Credit Score: 
• Credit score improved for everyone. Even if there was a deterioration in credit delinquency, the drop in spending and utilization with government 

stimulus had a bigger impact at the end.

• Spending Behavior: 
• Everyone stopped spending. With rising unemployment and state COVID restrictions, it had a positive impact to people’s credit scores. This improved 

credit score phenomena could give lenders a false sense of security. This credit score improvement is artificial and superficial. 

• Credit Delinquencies:
• During the early days of COVID,  default rates increased across all the credit bands. However starting around August 2020, default rates dropped and 

continues to drop well into the end of 2020. Drop in consumer spending and various government relief programs are believed to be helping with 
credit delinquencies.

• Mortgage Behaviors
• There is a significant uptick in mortgage inquiries except for subprime consumers.
• COVID-19 had a significantly impact on subprime consumers' mortgage delinquency rate and it’s not improving. Our government should to step in and 

help.
• Wild card: COVID-19 vaccine distribution and various stimulus policies from the incoming administration will have a positive impact on overall credit. 

We believe consuers will start spending again in Q3 2021.


